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FOREWORD

Hans-Peter Früh, CEO, is the 
second generation of the family  
to lead the Swiss family company, 
which was founded in 1980.

As a Swiss family company, we have been solving challenging 
packaging problems for more than 40 years. We meet  
the complex requirements and needs of our customers, and 
offer protection and safety.

This is possible, only because we are open to new ideas and 
are constantly developing. We make technological progress 
a reality for our customers and turn it into customer benefits. 
Our industry expertise and specialist knowledge, as well  
as the passion and care of our employees, make this possible.

Früh Verpackungstechnik offers you a broad range of indi-
vidual packaging solutions from a single source. We are  
a reliable and expert partner, one that is able to quickly and 
flexibly respond to your wishes and that helps you to contin-
uously move forward.



CREDO

We find the best answers to the most difficult 
packaging questions. Time and time again.

Our employees, customers and suppliers are the basis of 
our success. We are fair and honest with one another.  

We maintain a culture of mutual trust that serves as the 
basis for a high level of commitment and performance you 
can count on.  

We undertake to actively protect the environment by striving 
for the efficient use of natural resources in all of the areas 
where we operate. 

Our work is shaped by a customer-focused way of thinking 
and acting. The way we work and our processes ensure 
that we understand requirements and implement solutions 
reliably and in line with the expected level of quality.

We are an independent and family-run company. Our sus-
tainable company management follows clearly formulated 
financial, environmental and social objectives.



DIVISION

Packaging Manufacturing
We produce customized packaging in clean room conditions 
and guarantee solutions with the highest level of quality by 
using the latest technology.

Our packaging is developed and manufactured 
individually and tailored to your needs.

As experienced packaging engineers, we provide you 
with expert advice and offer comprehensive service. 
We support you from the development to the design 
of your packaging.

– Film Printing
– Film Lamination
– Roll Cutting
– Pouch Manufacturing
– Blister Manufacturing

Learn more about our packaging  
manufacturing services.



Contract Packaging Medical  
We offer a contract packaging service with the highest level 
of quality and the shortest throughput times for packaging 
medical technology products.

Implants are packaged under controlled clean 
room conditions in accordance with ISO class 7.

As Europe’s leading provider of medical technology 
contract packaging solutions, we offer comprehen-
sive services from a single source.

– Incoming Inspection
– Label Printing
– Final Rinsing
– Assembly
– Sterile Packaging
– Final Packaging
– Sterilization
– Logistics

Learn more about contract packaging  
for medical technology.

DIVISION



Maximum safety, quality and flexibility 
throughout the entire packaging process.

We offer you comprehensive services for packaging 
pharmaceutical products from a single source.

– Incoming Inspection
– Label Printing
– Assembly
– Packaging in Clean Room ISO 7 or  

under UV Protection
– Final Packaging
– Serialization, Aggregation
– Sterilization
– Logistics, incl. Cold Storage

Contract Packaging Pharma
We pack your pharmaceutical products at the highest level 
of quality and with validated processes.

Learn more about contract packaging  
for the pharmaceutical industry.

DIVISION



Learn more about  
our services.

Thanks to our interdisciplinary services you receive everything 
you need from a single source. This reduces the amount  
of coordination required on your part and ensures timely 
completion on ours.

INTERDISCIPLINARY SERVICES

Services 
In addition to packaging manufacturing and contract pack-
aging, we also offer you other services to meet your quality, 
safety and efficiency requirements.

We offer the quality standards that we apply to our 
own environment, machines, solutions and processes 
as services to our customers as well.

– Lab Analyses
– Qualifications
– Validations
– Engineering Services
– 3D Printing
– EDI Connection
– Digital Print Data Portal
– Integrated Logistics



The specialist knowledge of our employees and our efficient  
process management ensure packaging solutions at  
the highest level and flexible and reliable customer service 
around the world.



On behalf of our customers, we maintain a highly modern 
location and invest continuously in our specialist and  
industry expertise. Quality assurance and safety are the 
focus of our work. We also offer autonomous and dual  
production options.

Comprehensive  
services from a  
single source

Maximum safety

Highly modern  
location with  
autonomous systems

Customer-oriented 
processes and  
flexible collaboration

Data security

Highest level of  
quality assurance

Short throughput times 
of 7 to 10 days,  
including sterilization

CO2 certificate

Environmental and 
climate protection

Protect to perform
We will find flexible solutions at the highest level for your 
complex packaging requirements.

SERVICE PROMISE



At our highly modern location and together with our  
specialized employees, we are constantly striving to  
improve our packaging solutions.



Protect to perform.


